corresponds to a part of C starting . . on the x-axis at x~~-,, rising above it, and returning to the x-axis at x 2i. Since C never crosses itself, any two such pairs ~x2i.,l,x2i~,~x2i-l,x,.~ must nest : if either of x,.
x*~, then so does the other. Figure 4) . Then we insert xi in the sorted list, in O(1) time.
3. THE DATA STRUCNRE.
We represent the sorted list of processed numbers by a doubly-linked list, so that accessing the number before or after a given one or inserting a new number before or after a given one takes O(1) time. We store the numbers xi in a array indexed on i, so that given i we can in O(l) time access xi, xi-,, or xi+,.
We store each family in the upper or lower tree as a sorted list of the numbers in its constituent pairs.
Each number xi occurs at most four times in such family lists, since it is in at most two pairs ('xi-l, xi) and {xi,xi+,)), each of which occurs in at most two families (as a parent and as a child). (a) The Jordan curve. The solid part is already processed, the dashed part is being processed, and the dotted part is to be processed. 
